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About This Content

FlatOut 4: Total Insanity Original Sound Track DLC Volume 1

Download the Original Sound Track Today!
Own all three Volumes of the FlatOut: 4 Total Insanity Sound Track.

Featuring an international rocking line up of multi-genre and diverse indie rock.
Groups are from USA, UK, Canada, Brazil, and Australia.

The Three Volumes Features Music and Genres From The Following Artists.

Heavy Metal: Mad Parish
Fusion Metal: 12 Foot Ninja

Rock and Roll: Twin Atlantic, Them Evils, Trivoltz, Ray Gun Cowboys, Bad Things, Them Evils, Spider Kitten, Buzz Deluxe
Hard Rock: Beartooth

Punk: The Menstruators
Psycho-Billy: The Gutter Demons, The Creep Show, Matchless

SKA: Planet Smashers
Alternative Pop: Five Knives

Volume 1 of 3 includes

1. The Rite Of Belonging - Mad Parish
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2. Put Your Love On Me - Them Evils
3. The Better Part Of Clarity - Spider Kitten

4. No Sleep - Twin Atlantic
5. I Own Me - Bad Things
6. Mr. Policeman - Trivoltz

7. Hated - Beartooth
8. See You In Hell - The Creepshow

9. Princess Hollywood - The Menstruators
10. Hellride - Gutter Demons

11. Voodoo - Matchless
12. Mad Parish - Mad Parish

Offer includes cool band art and FlatOut 4: Total Insanity artwork.
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Title: FlatOut 4: Total Insanity Soundtrack Volume 1
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Kylotonn
Publisher:
Strategy First
Release Date: 4 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 64bit

Processor: Intel® Core i3 / AMD Phenom™ II X2

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 650 / AMD Radeon™ HD 7750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Soundcard

English
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A lovely game, full of charm and personnality.

It definitely deserve a better exposure, the adventure will be short but you will want to replay it to see the different narrative
path.

If you dont get charmed by its graphics, yopu will fall under the charm of the soundtrack!

A unique experience!. Excellent block-placement mouse-escort puzzle game with good level design.. 100 % thats what we need
a game full of tricks and good strategy and very addictive .... keep it up (y). Pretty good idle game.. That´s a bad joke.. When a
Mommy Contra and a Daddy Megaman love each other very, very much...

...you get a game that's just as hard as either of them, and just as rewarding. If you like the kind of difficulty that makes beating
an early stage feel as satisfying as completing an entire other game, this one's for you.

TIPS:
- If you have a good combination of power-ups, try to make sure you don't die, as they may not be there next time - that's right,
power-ups in this game are randomly generated!
- Personally, I found the spread gun, boomerang gun and the rockets to be the most effective primary weapons. For auxiliary
fire, you'll want the rockets, beam weapon or the flamethrower.
- Each stage has three bosses. The middle one is always the hardest.
- If you can get past stage 2, it seems to get significantly more forgiving.
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Better to grab it at 0.79 when it really goes on sale since it's not worth the 7.99 or 8 bucks should I say. To be honest it's pretty
legit minus the the voice acting and the blant story but the gameplay isn't that bad. I'm one of those people who still play old
games on Steam and want something cheap but pretty good at the same time. I can play this game when I'm bored or if I'm using
a low end computer if I don't have access to my PC or if I'm on the go so this can be an exception. Graphics aren't that bad
actually and it's not really a blurry mess. (I mean who plays for graphics these days?).. I enjoy games like this, but not this one.
It's story and characters are flat at best, and the ability to explore is offset by a weak narrative that gives no sense of direction,
plus there is no meaningful way to track your progress.. Not optimized and controls are a bit weird navigation can be stupid. I
liked the first S&S but I don't enjoy this one in the slightest.

One issue is that nothing about the sequel is improved, it is worse than the original game. In particular the game balance is very
poor.

One annoying design feature from the first game that has been left in makes the game very frustrating for me. When you go into
the menu to chose what tech to develop next the game doesn't pause. I like real time games but I enjoy taking my time deciding
my strategy. This lessened my enjoyment of the first game and ruins it for the sequel.. very fun vodka game,

10/10 hoping to get to 1000 hours. Very Good Game.

Shame there aren't any loot boxes though.

jk
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